Seventy years after the capitulation of the Wehrmacht on May 8, 1945, the postwar National Socialist movement is stronger than ever not only in Germany, but throughout Europe.

Decades of mass murder, expulsion, persecution, and defamation have not sufficed to destroy the seed of the brilliant idea of our much loved Führer Adolf Hitler.

All National Socialists and other racially-aware countrymen and racial kinsmen fight side by side for the preservation of our White folks.

The movement has indeed become stronger, but the danger of biological folk death is also much greater today than in the past.

The desperate enemy is in the process of committing genocide against all White folks. His means are non-White immigration, culture distortion, and race-mixing.

Whether “legal” or “illegal”, whether in election battle or street battle, whether armed with propaganda material or on a battlefield of a different kind: every National Socialist must do his duty!

Heil Hitler!
Gerhard Lauck
The Global National Socialist Press

The NSDAP/AO was founded in 1972 for the purpose of supplying the banned National Socialist underground movement in Germany with propaganda material. It soon gained recognition by friend and foe alike. Over the decades it has grown into a global operation with the motto:

Together We Are Strong!

Our oldest newspaper, the NS KAMPFRUF in German, was founded in 1973. THE NEW ORDER (originally NS REPORT, but renamed in 1977) in English was founded in 1975. Well over 300 issues of these two newspapers were printed in tabloid size (17 x 22 inch) on newsprint paper stock during the next three decades.

The NS NEWS BULLETIN was launched in the 1990’s in many additional language editions.

Fight at Our Side! Work with Us! Donate!
Pillars of the NSDAP/AO

Top Priority!

The PRIMARY OBJECTIVE is the survival of the White Race and of our individual White "folks" or "nationalities"!!!
EVERYTHING else is SECONDARY! Ideological, tactical, and ethnic differences of opinion should NOT be allowed to interfere with the PRIMARY OBJECTIVE!

The Role of the NSDAP/AO

The smallest cell of the NS-movement is the individual National Socialist. As long as a single National Socialist exists anywhere in the world, the fight goes on!

Note: "Still lives" alone is not sufficient! "Still fights" is essential!

Every genuine National Socialist does something to somehow promote the movement! Simply "believing" or "studying" is not ACTION! Whoever does not know this and acts according, is no National Socialist at all. (Even if he can quote Mein Kampf from back to front from memory in Hebrew!)

Two National Socialists – even if they work totally independently from each other and have no knowledge of each other’s existence – are twice as strong as merely one…
…but if they work together, they are not just twice as strong, rather four times as strong.

Ten National Socialists – or NS-organizations (!) – even if they work totally independently from each other and barely know of each other’s existence -, are ten times as strong as merely one…
…but if they work together – optimally coordinated -, then they are not just ten times as strong, rather a hundred times as strong!

Herein lies the significance of the NSDAP/AO. It replaces neither the individual National Socialist nor the individual NS-organization. – It supplements them. The NSDAP/AO MULTIPLIES their effectiveness thanks to its key role on the international level!

The Global National Socialist Family

The National Socialist movement is a GLOBAL family. This family consists of MANY organizations and individuals. No ONE organization or individual is more than a TINY part of that family.

There was a time when even major organizational leaders refused to accept this fundamental truth. They viewed their own organization as the center of the NS universe… as the heart, mind and soul of the NS movement…as the one and ONLY heir to Adolf Hitler’s legacy!

Some of them banned their members from joining other organizations. Some not only demanded exclusive loyalty, but branded their “competitors “as “enemies of the party”.

Note: I am NOT going to mention any names! This is NOT about opening up old wounds. I simply wish to prepare new people in case they stumble upon any rotting body parts or unexploded land mines left over from the old civil wars that did so much damage to the movement back when I was young. Hopefully, THEY will learn from OUR mistakes! Not REPEAT them!
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Gerhard Lauck
Here is how I view my own position:

The NSDAP/AO does not exist to serve me. I exist to serve the NSDAP/AO. The NS movement does not exist to serve the NSDAP/AO. The NSDAP/AO exists to serve the NS movement...The White race does not exist to serve the NS movement. The NS movement exists to serve the White race.

If you agree with this approach, check us out. If not, check out a different organization.

The Backbone of the NS Movement:

Our Cadres

Neither the NS leader nor the NS organization is the backbone of the National Socialist movement. The cadres are the backbone of the movement!

The cadres have been forged in years of intensive political struggle. They bear the scars and have the experience. Their know-how and collaboration are absolutely decisive in this fight!

Sometimes the relationship between the cadre and the “organizational leader” is akin to the relationship between a seasoned sergeant and a green young lieutenant fresh from the academy.

My advice as a “senior officer” in the movement to my younger colleagues in “positions of command” is this: LISTEN TO YOUR SERGEANT!!!

My Role Models

My role models were my educators, coworkers and comrades!

They were, in part, men who had participated in the First World War, the (first) period of struggle, the Second World War, and the (second) period of struggle after 1945! Hence in part Reich Germans and emigrants...But they were also, in part, old fellow fighters of the German-American Bund.

We National Socialists of the postwar generation have not experienced and endured ANYTHING COMPARABLE! We must bow our heads in reverence before them!

The only thing we have to complain about is that we did not get to experience the Führer and the Third Reich!

The loss of a postwar organization or organizational leader may be very painful and discouraging for US, but in comparison to THEIR path of suffering, sacrifice, and steadfastness, it is a triviality!

We must prove ourselves worthy of them - and of the millions of fallen! There is only one way to do this: To fight to the last breath!

The Old Guard

The Old Guard of today consists for the most part of the NS leaders of my postwar generation. Their distinguishing features are decades of activism and (in Germany) in most cases also several years of political imprisonment.

Nonetheless, we consider ourselves to be, at best, faint carbon copies of the comrades of the war generation, our own mentors.

We find almost shameful the fact that the young comrades, whose educators we must be, must unfortunately put up with such miserable role models – in comparison to our educators and role models - namely with us.

No protest! The MINIMUM requirement for fulfillment of duty is the fight to the death! Whoever still lives, has not yet reached this minimum requirement and has no claim to let himself be glorified all too much! (For coming generations of NS fighters, this should not seem to be just a pretty formulation, rather as something that is self-evident!)

Our successors must definitely become BETTER National Socialists than we! – Otherwise the movement will not possess the high-value human material that is required for the fulfillment of its historical mission!

THEIR successors must carry on this higher development of character!

Justified appreciation and recognition are good. Yes, they are useful for the history of the movement and the education of the youth. But not, when they are excessive.

Our all-too-human shortcomings are not to be
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Protest-Vote.Com

Our newest web-site, protest-vote.com aka protest-abc.com, was launched on November 23rd. Although the initial prototype was aimed primarily at the American general public, European co-workers have been heavily involved from the very start. Some of these comrades have been working with the NSDAP/AO since the early 1970’s!

More or less this whole web-site had been translated into a dozen languages before Christmas. If you count segments, it is 41 languages altogether. Over time, the still missing portions will be translated, more languages will join them, and more material will be added. Not bad for the first month!

This NSDAP/AO “front” addresses the general public on issues such as the bought off politicians, the Wall Street swindle, and illegal immigration. The volunteers recruited are put to work and (if necessary) gently nudged closer to National Socialism.

Protest-Vote.com "business cards" were printed in December in English, German, French, Spanish, Portuguese, Swedish, Russian, and Bulgarian. The first production batch of "Joint Effort" protest-vote business cards went to an organization in Spain, whose director has been working with us since the 1970’s.

Advertising banner and bumper sticker layouts were added to the web-site on December 31st. The themes include political prostitutes, non-White immigration (Moslems in Europe and Mexicans in the USA), the Wall Street swindle, and the dual EU/Putin threat to the Ukraine.

Since January the search term "protest vote" on google.com now lists our web-site, protest-vote.com, on the second or third position.

If you would like to do more, but have to keep a low profile, then this project is for YOU! Visit the web-site at protest-vote.com!

Of course, this project is only a SUPPLEMENT to our mainstay hardcore NS propaganda! NOT a REPLACEMENT! It is just one more propaganda weapon in our arsenal.
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“Social Media”

Thanks to a new co-worker we now have a twitter account: https://twitter.com/ProtestVote. Please help to further develop it!

Interview

Gerhard Lauck had a 2 1/2 hour telephone interview on January 20, 2015 on a TalkShoe Internet radio program. Visit protest-vote.com for links for a free download.

White House Petition

Our White House Petition attracted three times the number of signatures expected despite being our first attempt and a low priority. If we can double that number in the future, our next petition will appear on the publicly viewable portion of the White House web-site. This could easily result in media coverage, i.e. more “free advertising”.

Recruitment Drive

The NSDAP/AO “Recruitment Team” has sent thousands of targeted recruitment letters during the past couple months. Over 100 new volunteers have reported for duty! Many of them have already made a significant contribution to our effort. However, our ability to use them effectively depends in large part on our own financial resources.

What is Next?

This depends on you! On your concrete support: activism, volunteer work, and/or financial donations!

Pillars of the NSDAP/AO

kept secret! First, for the sake of the historical truth…second, for the sake of successful practice…and third, for the sake of the education of the youth.

Whoever fights honestly, loyally, bravely, and tenaciously, needs not worry about his honor and "fame after death".

His Eternal Life is embodied in the blood of his children and his legacy in the spirit of coming generations of NS comrades!

Heil Hitler!
Gerhard Lauck

Reproduction Flags. 3 x 5 feet.
30,00 Euro or US$30.00 each.
#200 Party Swastika Flag ; #201 Third Reich Battle Flag
Insofar as Germany’s position toward America is concerned, the following is to be said:

First. Germany is perhaps the only great power that has ever possessed a colony or other politically engaged itself in neither the North nor the South American continent, other than through the emigration of many millions of Germans and their cooperation, from which the American continent, in particular, the United States of America, however, only drew a benefit.

Second. The German Reich, in the whole history of the emergence and existence of the United States, never taken a politically rejecting or even hostile stance, but indeed, with the blood of many of its sons, helped to defend the United States.

Third. The German Reich has never participated in a war against the United States itself, but the United States indeed brought war to Germany in the year 1917, and indeed for reasons, which have been completely clarified by a board, which the present-day President Roosevelt had himself employed for the examination of this question.

Precisely this investigating committee for the clarification of the reasons for America’s entry into the war has proven beyond any doubt that these reasons for the American war entry in 1917 laid exclusively in the area of the capitalist interests of a few small groups, that Germany itself, however, had no intention to get into a conflict with America.

Otherwise as well, there are no conflicts between the American and the German folk, be they of territorial or political nature, which could somehow touch the interests or even the existence of the United States. The difference in forms of government had always existed. But it cannot be drawn in at all as a reason for hostilities in the life of folks, as long as a form of government does not strive, outside of its own naturally given sphere, to intervene into others.

America is a republic led by a president with great authoritarian power. Germany was once a
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monarchy led by a conditional authority, later an authoritarian democracy, today a republic led by a strong authority. Between both states lies an ocean. The divergences between capitalist America and Bolshevist Russia would have to, if these concepts had something genuine within themselves at all, be fundamentally greater than between an America led by a president and a Germany led by a Führer.

But it is a fact that both historical conflicts between Germany and the United States, even if inspired by the same force, were nonetheless fanned exclusively by two men in the USA, namely by President Woodrow Wilson and by Franklin Roosevelt. History itself has pronounced the verdict over Wilson. His name remains linked to one the vilest breaches of faith of all times. The consequences of his breach of faith were the derangement of the life of the folks not only among the so-called defeated, rather also among the victors themselves. The dictate of Versailles, made possible solely through his breach of faith, ripped apart states, destroyed cultures and ruined the economy of all.

We know today that behind Wilson stood a society of interested financiers, who made use of this paralytic professor in order to lead America into the war, from which they hoped for increased business.

That the German folk had once believed this man, it had to pay for that with the collapse of its political and economic existence.

What is then the reason that, after such bitter experiences, a president of the United States is again found, who sees his sole task anew in letting wars arise and, above all, escalating the hostility toward Germany to the outbreak of war?

National Socialism came to power in Germany in the same year in which Roosevelt was elected president of the United States. It is now important to examine the motives, which must be viewed as the cause for the present-day development:

Initially, the personal side:

I understand only too well that a world-wide gulf exists between the life view and stance of President Roosevelt and my own.

Roosevelt comes from a very wealthy family, belonged from the start to that class of people, for whom birth and origin, in the democracies, pave life’s path and hence secure ascent.

I myself was only the child of a small and poor family and had to win my path under unspeakable effort through wok and industriousness.

When the World War came, Roosevelt, in a position under Wilson’s shadow, experienced the war from the sphere of the money-earner. He hence knows only the pleasant consequences of the conflict of folks and states, which result for those who make business there, where others bleed.

In this whole period, my own life again laid on the exact opposite side. I did not belong to those who made history or even business, rather only to those who carried out orders.

A simple soldier, I endeavored in these four years before the enemy to fulfill my duty and naturally returned from the war just as poor as I had entered it in the autumn of 1914. I hence shared my fate with that of millions, Mr. Roosevelt his with that of the so-called upper ten thousand. While Mr. Roosevelt after the war already tried his abilities in financial speculations, in order to draw personal benefit from the inflation, this means, the misery of the others, I still laid, like many other hundreds of thousands, in the field hospital.

And when Mr. Roosevelt finally entered the career of the normal, business experienced, economically established, due to origin patronized politician, I fought as nameless unknown for the resurrection of a folk, upon which the worst injustice in its whole history had been inflicted.

Two life paths! When Franklin Roosevelt stepped to the peak of the United States, he was the candidate of a thoroughly capitalist party, which made use of him. And when I became Chancellor of the German Reich, I was the leader of a folk movement, which I myself had created.

The forces, which carried Roosevelt, were the forces, which I, on the basis of the fate of my folk and of my most sacred inner conviction, fought. The "brain trust", which the new
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American president had to make use of, consisted of members of the same folk, which we combated in Germany as a parasitic manifestation of mankind and began to remove from public life.

And nonetheless we both had something in common:

Franklin Roosevelt took over a state with an economy collapsed as a result of democratic influences, and I stepped to the top of a Reich, which, likewise thanks to democracy, found itself before total ruin.

The United States possessed 13 million unemployed, Germany 7 million, but also another 7 million short-term employed.

In both states, public finances were disarranged, the decline of general economic life seemed hardly still stoppable.

At this moment, a development now begins in the United States and in the German Reich, which will make it easy for posterity to pass a final verdict over the correctness of the theories. While in the German Reich, under National Socialist leadership, in a few years a tremendous ascent of life, of economy, of culture, of art etc. sets in, President Roosevelt did not manage to bring about even the slightest improvements in his own land.

But how much easier would this work have to be in the United States, in which barely 15 people live on a square kilometer as opposed to 140 in Germany.

If it does not succeed in this land to bring about an economic blossoming, then this is only connected to either the ill will of a ruling leadership or to a total inability of the summoned human being.

In the same period, President Roosevelt has increased the state debt of his land to the most astronomical, devalued the dollar, put the economy into even more disorder, and maintained the unemployment figure.

But this is not surprising, if one considers that the spirits, which this man summoned for his support, or better, summoned him, belong to those elements who, as Jews, can posses an interest only in disarrangement and never in order! While we in National Socialist Germany combated speculation, it experienced an amazing blossoming under the Roosevelt era. The legislation of the New Deal of this man was false and hence the biggest mistake that a man ever suffered. There is no doubt about it, that a continuation of this economic policy in times of peace sooner or later, despite all his dialectic skill, would have brought down this president. In European states, he would have certainly found his end before a state court due to willful waste of the national fortune, before a civil court, however, due to negligent business conduct, hardly escaped prison.

Many, and also prominent, Americans also...
possess this verdict or, better, realization.

An ominous opposition was brewing over the head of this man. It made him surmise that only diversion of the attention of public opinion from his domestic policy to foreign could bring rescue. It is interesting to study in this connection the reports of the Polish emissary Potocki from Washington, which again and again point out that Roosevelt was very much ware of the threat of the collapse of his whole economic house of cards, and hence, under all circumstances, needed a foreign affairs diversion.

He was reinforced in this by the circle of Jews surrounding him, who, out of Old Testament thirst for revenge, believed to see in the United States the instrument in order to prepare with it a second Purim European nations becoming ever more anti-Semitic. It was the Jew in his whole satanic vileness who gathered around this man, and to which, however, this man also grasped. So the influence of the American president begins to increasingly have an effect in the sense of creating conflicts or deepening existing conflicts, in any case, however, to prevent that conflicts find a peaceful solution. For years, this man has just the one sole wish, that somewhere in the world a fight breaks out, best in Europe, which gives him the opportunity to establish, through obligation of the American economy to one of both quarreling parties, an entanglement of political interests, which could be suited to slowly bring America closer to such a conflict and thereby divert attention from his failed economic policy in the interior to the outside.

His concerted action becomes especially brusque in this sense against the German Reich. From the year 1937 on, a number of speeches sets in, among them, an especially vile one on October 5, 1937 in Chicago, in which this man systematically begins to incite the American public against Germany. He threatens with the establishment of a kind of quarantine against the so-called authoritarian states.

In the execution of these now constantly escalating hate and agitation speeches by President Roosevelt, he summons, after new insulting statements, the American ambassador in Berlin to Washington. Since then, both states are still linked to each other only through agents.

From November 1930 on, he systematically and intentionally begins to sabotage any possibility for a European pacification policy. In the process, he feigns interest in peace, but threatens any state that is ready to engage in a policy of peaceful agreement with blocking of loans, with economic reprisals, with cancellation of loans etc. The reports of the Polish ambassadors in Washington, London, Paris and Brussels provide a shocking insight here.

In January 1939, this man begins to intensify his agitation campaign and threatens before the congress to proceed with all measures against the authoritarian states expect with war.

While he continuously claims that other states try to interfere into American affairs and boasts of the preservation of the Monroe Doctrine, he begins since March 1939 to butt into intra-European matters that are no business at all of the president of the United States. First, he does not understand these problems, and second, even if he were to understand them and grasp the historical circumstances, he would have just as little right to concern himself with the Central Europe region as, say, the German chief of state has a right to judge or even take a position on the conditions in a state of the USA.
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